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Activity 1 TEFL.NET/EnglishClub.com
1. Get the students to read the questions through first and deal with any vocabulary questions that arise.
2. Do question one together in open class to get the ball rolling.
3. Let the students begin their conversation in pairs or small groups.
4. Monitor closely then stop the activity and elicit feedback.
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1. Get the students to do this exercise individually before checking in pairs..
2. Monitor closely then stop the activity and elicit feedback.

Answers: 1. turned a blind eye  2. a blind date  3. was blind drunk  4. a blind corner  
5. the blind leading the blind  6. blinding  7. a blind alley  8. blinding 9. as blind as a bat
10. blinded us with  11. is blinded by  12. a blind spot for
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1. Get the students to read the questions through first and deal with any vocabulary questions that arise.
2. Do question one together in open class to get the ball rolling.
3. Let the students begin their conversation in pairs or small groups.
4. Monitor closely then stop the activity and elicit feedback.

Activity 4 TEFL.NET/EnglishClub.com
If your students don’t have access to computers in the classroom, set this for homework.
Answers: 1. a) Braille. 2.  Louis Braille was born in 1809. 3. Charles Barbier invented a night 
writing system using raised dots and dashes for use in the French Army. 4.  See below.

Quick Quiz

Read the clues below and write the solutions on a piece of paper. Then take the first letter of each answer and 
rearrange them to find a two-word phrase connected with this month's Talking Point subject: ‘This is Blinding!’.

1. He lost his sight three years later when his eyes became infected after an .. ACCIDENT.....
2. The school was a .......LEADER..... in the field of teaching the blind.
3. There were .............DRAWBACKS....... to this method, however. 
4. A former officer of the French Army paid a visit to the school whose name was Charles .BARBIER. 
5. He had been commanded by Napoleon to invent a system for writing at ....NIGHT.., silently and 

without light.
6. Barbier had come up with a system of twelve dots and ........DASHES..., raised on paper.
7. The beauty of Braille’s system lay .........IN.........the fact that the fingertip did not need to move 

around in order to trace out each letter or cover a 12-dot cluster.
8. Louis Braille worked tirelessly on his system until he completed it in the mid 1820s, while still in his 

.........TEENS.....
9. .........EXACTLY....one hundred years after his death Louis Braille’s remains were transferred to the 

Panth�on in Paris.

Answer: BLIND DATE (B for Barbier [4],  L for Leader [2],  I for In [7], N for Night [5],
D for Drawbacks [3], D for Dashes [6], A for Accident [1],  T for Teens [8], E for Exactly [9]).
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This activity can be set as homework to be followed up and consolidated in a future lesson generating more 
discussion. What did most students feel about the question? What reasons were put forward in each case? Did the 
students read anything which changed their minds on the topic? (etc.)
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